
218-222 AD silver double denarius of Elagabalus 
Obv: his radiate and cuirassed bust Rev: Victory 
advancing, holding palm branch and wreath NGC 
Ch AU ex: JKKern scarce denomination during this 
period Huge flan with full borders on both sides, 
Rare like this ................................................ $977

222-235 AD silver denarius of Severus Alexander, 
cousin and successor of Elagabalus Obv: laureate 
and togaed bust of Alexander Rev: Mars standing, 
holding olive branch and spear, star beneath 
branch NGC Ch AU ex: JKKern ................. $327

235-236 AD silver denarius of Maximus, as Caesar, 
with his dad Maximinus Obv: bare headed, draped 
bust of Maximus Rev: implements of high priest 
Abt Unc........................................................ $477

685-695 AD gold solidus of Justinian II at 
Constantinople, his first reign, when the first portrait 
of Christ on a coin appears. Obv: long haired and 
bearded European bust of Christ, Rev: Justinian 
standing, holding long cross NGC MS .....   $12,700

1352-1412 gold florin of Robert, Duke of Bar, 
France. Obv: Florentine Lily Rev: St John the 
Baptist NGC AU 55 ..................................... $1647 

1601-1613 gold 2 escudo cob doubloon of Philip 
III of Spain, Seville mint Ex: Caballero collection 
NGC VF 35 nicely toned surfaces .............. $2177

  
1649-1660 silver halfpenny of the Commonwealth 

of England, the very last time this denomination 
was struck in silver. Obv: shield of unified England 
and Scotland Rev: shield of Ireland. Uncirculated, 
nice old toning, slightly crude ..................... $447

 
1700 tiny 7mm gold  1/16th ducat from Nuremberg 

Germany to celebrate the turn of the centure Obv: 
lamb of St John holding banner Rev: city arms 
Unc .............................................................. $447
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New Purchases and 
Reduced Prices

500 BC- 500 AD gold face of Gorgon in superb style, 
in silver frame, with loop for suspension .... $9700

500-470 BC silver stater from Acragas, a Greek 
city-state colony on the western side of Sicily. 
Spectacular temples still stand there today. Obv: sea 
eagle standing , city name in retrograde Greek letters 
Rev: crab NGC choice Fine, way PQ  ......... $1277

457-350 BC silver stater, heavy Aeginetic standard 
12.35 grams, from the Greek island of Aegina 
Obv: tortoise in high relief Rev: square divided into 
5 compartments NGC Ch VF full head and front 
feet, better than usual centering................. $3977

334-323 BC gold lifetime stater of Alexander the 
Great, Sardes mint, P-2531,  Obv: helmeted head 
of Athena Rev: Nike standing, holding wreath, 
stag’s head beneath hand VF, removed from 
jewelry, slightly rough surfaces, cleaned .. $1977 

320-270 BC electrum (gold-silver alloy 18 kt down to 
8 kt) stater from Carthage, the Phoenecian settled 
city in North Africa. The Carthaginians were chronic 
competitors with the Greeks in Sicily, and then the 
Romans, until Carthage finally fell to the Romans 
and became the province of Africa. Obv: Tanit, 
goddess of agriculture, wearing wreath of leaves 
and grain ears Rev: handsome Arabian horse 
standing VF, artistically mounted in silver, niello, and 
gold bezel, with an odd rotation to one bail $2477

14-37 AD silver denarius of Tiberius, 3rd of the Twelve 
Caesars, this coin is also famous as the “Tribute 
Penny” of the Bible Obv: laureate bust of Tiberius 
Rev: his mother, Livia enthroned NGC Ch AU $1977

Another raw VF, legends slightly impaired .... $577

17%
The most complete and accurate presentation of 

the famous Biblical Widow’s Mites. Our 2 coin, 
color, fold over card opens to 11 by 8 ½ inches and  
gives a full discussion of the ancient Judaean coins 
mentioned in the New Testament. The 2 coins 
sell as a pair with the history folder, certificate of 
authenticity and JK Kern Co guarantee. 

Two coins in poor to good: ........................... $19
Two coins in very good to fine: ..................... $39
Two coins in very fine: ................................... $77

54-68 AD gold aureus of Nero 6th of the Twelve 
Caesars Obv: his laureate bust, showing his under 
the jawline beard detail Rev: Jupiter enthroned, 
holding scepter and thunderbolt NGC XF .. $12,700

54-68 AD gold aureus of Nero Obv: his laureate 
bust Rev: Jupiter enthroned Fine, removed from 
jewelry, some edge nicks, cleaning .......... $2477

41-54 AD silver denarius of Claudius, 5th of the 
Twelve Caesars Obv: his laureate bust Rev: bust 
of his niece and empress, Agrippina Junior, draped 
and diademed NGC AU hard silver, flashy surfaces, 
sharp detail, some light old collection toning. Ex: 
Jonathan K Kern collection ........................ $14,700 

69 AD Jan-June bronze as of the very heavy Roman 
emperor Vitellius, commander of the Roman army 
stationed in Gaul when Nero died Obv: laureate 
bust of Vitellius Rev: shaking hands, a Roman 
image of legionary cooperation VG ............ $227 

218-222 AD silver denarius of Elagabalus, cross 
dressing emperor of Rome, known for various 
debaucheries Obv: his laureate and robed bust 
Rev: Salus, goddess of good health, sacrificing at 
altar, from which a snake arises, rudder in other 
hand NGC Ch AU ....................................... $267 

1900 silver Bryan dollar HK-783 reeded edge Nice 
reflective AU 58 ........................................... $577

1905-S Barber Dime NGC Unc, cleaned (MS66 
very gently cleaned, mostly white, showing very 
light hairlines) ............................................... $217

1907-O Barber Quarter NGC AU 50, some very 
light toning ................................................... $147

1917-P type I Standing Liberty Quarter NGC XF40 
light toning PQ ............................................ $147

1921 gold 50 pesos from Mexico, key date and rare 
grade NGC MS 65 ...................................... $4977

25%
1923 United States Note, nice CU 60 ........ $497

1931 red bronze medal for the International 
Colonial Exposition in Paris, France. Not very 
PC but heck, that was 80 years ago. Obv: Native 
American in feathered bonnet Rev: expo grounds 
EF ................................................................. $57

1932-S Washington Quarter PCGS MS 62 .. $587
1951-P Washington Quarter NGC PRF 65 white $67
1961-P Washington Quarter NGC PRF 67 Cam  $29
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1957 silver certificates, series 1957, 1957 star 
note, and 1957-A series, all choice to gem crisp 
uncirculated from original packs .........All 3 for $47

1960s silver quarter cut out Washington Head $12

 
1960s silver quarter cut out Eagle reverse .. $15 

1960-1980 gold .72 troy ounce nugget said to be 
found in Arizona, small loop soldered on, with 
larger loop for chain, ready to wear ........... $1277 

 
1968-1974? Gold Richard Nixon lapel pin? or 

single cufflink in 14 karat gold, 4.68 grams, shank 
gone ............................................................. $137

1990 one troy oz Platinum $300 from Canada Obv: 
mother polar bear with cub Rev: QE II NGC 
Proof 69 Ultra Cameo ................................. $1977
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1652 silver taler from Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, 
Germany Obv: Wildman of the Harz Mountains 
(German version of Sasquatch, Yeti, Bigfoot, Tarzan 
or Kentucky banjo man) Rev: coat of arms PCGS 
AU 58 choice strike of his facial features, which are 
usually soft since near edge of coin! ........... $1477

 
1717 silver striking of 2 ducat pattern from the free 

city of Hall in Swabia, German Lands Obv: Martin 
Luther holding Bible Rev: Noah’s Ark afloat in the 
rain! NGC MS 65 ......................................... $1977

1732-M (inas mint) in Brazil, then a Portuguese 
colony, gold 12800 reis, or double Joe. Legal tender 
in the USA for $16 on at least one chart of 1793, 
though this coin is heavier than the doubloon of 8 
escudos, and traded for more later, or was simply 
not discounted as much by wary merchants. In the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1750 it tariffed for 3 
pounds 12 shillings Sterling. EF, nicely mounted in 
choice old jewelry, gently cleaned...............  $2775

1734 gold doubloon of 2 escudos, rough as a cob 
striking, Colombian mint of Santa Fe de Bogota. Very 
rare with readable 4 digit date! NGC AU 53  $2977

1751 silver 1/8 taler from Reuss-Untergreiz in 
Germany Obv: mining scene at mouth of silver 
mountain mine Rev: coat of arms EF+, gilt, loop 
soldered on for suspension ........................ $227

1774 AD, gold one and a half altin, year one of the 
Ottoman Sultan Abdul Hamid I, Istanbul mint. 
Obv: his toughra Rev: inscription, date 1187 AH, 
year one NGC MS 64 (proof like) blazing surfaces, 
If you want to own a single Islamic coin, this is a 
beautiful as it gets. ...................................... $4700 
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1787 Fugio cent, 4 cinquifoils, STATES UNITED on 
label, Kessler 16N, quite rare PCGS VF, cleaning 
(details closer to EF, few small rim bumps, now 
pleasantly retoned medium brown, few light, small 
planchet defects) ......................................... $1477

1788 doubloon of 8 escudos Nuevo Reino NGC 
AU 50 ........................................................... $1827

1789-98 gold ducat of the last doge of the Most 
Serene Republic of Venice Obv: doge Louis 
Manin kneeling before St Mark Rev: Christ 
standing in the Heavens MS 61, nice bright luster 
but uneven strike as made ......................... $477

1791 gold doubloon of 8 escudos Mexico City mint 
NGC VF 25 .................................................. $1477

1790s original huge bronze medal authorized by 
Congress in 1787, and then struck at the Paris 
France mint Obv: superb bust of John Paul Jones 
by Agustin Dupre Rev: scence from Jones naval 
victory over the English during the Revolutionary 
War NGC MS 64 ......................................... $11,700

1792 silver essai of usually bronze 5 sols, Obv: oath 
to constitution scene. Loop soldered neatly to rim, 
worn by revolutionary for decades. Rare ... $477

1799 B-11 silver dollar F-VF 15+ gently cleaned, 
spectacular doubled edge lettering! The blank 
planchet for this coin went through most of the 
castaing machine to get its edge lettering, then 
angled up out of alignment. Realizing the edge 
error, which is a big deal, since it is the only place 
the denomination is on this coin, the operator ran 
the blank through the castaing machine again, 
though out of alignment with first effort. I have 
looked for one of these for 40 years or so, and 
finally found one. None of the specialists in dollars 
or early coinages had ever heard on one til now. If 
I get my price I figure I will make about 50 cents an 
hour on this, but I did have fun looking. .... $8700 

1810 gold doubloon of 8 escudos, Mexico city mint, 
cuirassed bust of Ferdinand 7th NGC AU53 $2477

1885-O silver Morgan Dollar in GSA Unc Box with 
papers, sold for $5 at first sale Nice white BU63+, 
much rarer that CCs from the sale ............. $297

1886-P Liberty Seated Dime NGC Unc, cleaned 
(MS66 mark free coin, with microscopic hairlines 
under natural very light gray toning) ........... $247

1896 silver Bryan dollar, by Gorham, a common type 
but in superb Mint State with nice old envelope 
toning. Pedigreed to the Anderson sale, 1930 by 
B. Max Mehl ............................................... $2477 
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